Clear perception of sensory experience reflected in coherent water allows higher order consciousness to recognize these patterns and develop a meaningful relationship with the dragon. Sensory neurons are by far more numerous than the motor neurons which hold behavior captive in unconscious patterns.

Hypothetical scenario

... but what about the structure of the water itself?

With a balanced muscle tone the spin axis of the hydrogen nuclei is aligned with the greater force fields of Earth. Just as the secondary resonant field in MRI forces the muscle fiber from their preferred aligned.

And with time spin may become desyncronized.

When the assembly of the hydrogen bonds dense enough, the EM field produced by the molecule interaction becomes large enough to keep the molecule incoherent and the energy transfer to the phenomenon from a resonant field to a stationary state.

Hypertonic tissues are thought to generate a field comparable to the secondary resonant field used in MRI forcing the hydrogen nuclei to precess. As tissues acquire a more balanced tone through the combined DFA interventions, and the field generalizes their hypertonicity subsidies, information held underneath the threshold of consciousness arises to awareness, just like the signal emerging the hydrogen nuclei after the resonant field is turned off and the nuclei recover their preferred spin axes.

Molecules able to oscillate at the same frequency are mutually attracted within coherent water domains. The output energy of each chemical reaction is received by the CD and modifies its frequency of oscillation. In this way the coherence of CO becomes the site of an electronically centered consciousness able to evolve with time as a product of its past history.

In the exclusion zone next to protein molecules, part of the positive charge of coherently polarized water molecules tends to migrate and gather at a certain distance from the surface, generating a charge gradient. This charge gradient is thought to be greater in hypertonic tissues than in tissues with balanced tone or hypotonic tissues. The resultant charge of coherently polarized water molecules tends to migrate and gather at a certain distance from the surface, generating a charge gradient.
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In the exclusion zone next to protein molecules, part of the positive charge of coherently polarized water molecules tends to migrate and gather at a certain distance from the surface, generating a charge gradient. This charge gradient is thought to be greater in hypertonic tissues than in tissues with balanced tone or hypotonic tissues. The resultant charge of coherently polarized water molecules tends to migrate and gather at a certain distance from the surface, generating a charge gradient.

Hypertonic tissues are thought to generate a field comparable to the secondary resonant field used in MRI forcing the hydrogen nuclei to precess. As tissues acquire a more balanced tone through the combined DFA interventions, and the field generalizes their hypertonicity subsidies, information held underneath the threshold of consciousness arises to awareness, just like the signal emerging the hydrogen nuclei after the resonant field is turned off and the nuclei recover their preferred spin axes.

Endnote: It is commonly assumed that stress and disease are caused by an imbalance between the body’s chemical systems. The body’s organs and systems are designed to function optimally in a state of balance, and when this balance is disrupted, it can lead to disease and illness.
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